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About This Game

Emporium is a short interactive vignette. Exploring notions of escapism, loss and a fragmented sense of self in the wake of a
personal tragedy.

These pockets of dissonant clarity are a vain effort to find beauty, poetry and reason in one's bleakest and most desperate
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moments.

Emporium is a small game lasting roughly 30 to 45 minutes. It has a minimal approach to game play, focusing on visuals and
audio to build a visceral experience with sporadic dialogue choices leading the narrative.
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Title: EMPORIUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tom Kitchen
Publisher:
Tom Kitchen
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 645 OEM or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics cards.

English
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https://youtu.be/a4lMEaMQCz0
I'm really enjoying this game. Watch my video for my opinion.. Very minimalistic. 4 minutes for 100% achievements. Not
much of a game but the dev is honest about it at least. At least it's cheap.. you need to F U * K I N G click and drag to shoot but
it SO UNRESPONSIVE!

Other than that its a decent puzzle game. Negitive review though because it is more frustrating than good.. amazing feeling of
locomotion and great fun to play
needs to be much longer and expanded on but a great story very excited to see where this game could go. This is one of the
iconic first person shooters out there. By today's standards, the graphics are poor, but in those days, this was a momentous step
for video games, the ability to play in both first and third person and to play as a Delta operative, I remember playing this game
along with Quake 2 and Commanche 4 and Armored Fist on the old bulky desktop computers. It's worth getting, the only thing
is the window for the game is small. Don't be Waiting for the End. Get the game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBQCdUlqGOo. Pretty great city building game, good way to chill out and relax. Not much
to it as you can just leave it running while you go to work or whatever and nothing bad will happen, come back and you have
more or less infinite resources.. Good shoot'em up but the game has short levels. Still , the game is worth buying during a sale. I
was able to finish the game on "Easy" in under 30 minutes. 3\/3 Rating. Kind of fun but I need to use the hint too much..
Dracula: Love Kills is a hidden item and puzzle game. I enjoy these types of games as a welcome break from frenetic action
games. This one is particularly good this time of year (I played it 3 weeks before Halloween). The story is fun and the voice
acting is cheesy/good. The painted artwork is lovely and the settings add a nice gothic atmosphere. The puzzles range from quite
easy to very challenging, but you should never get stuck because there is a hint system available and an option to skip puzzles if
needed, thereby eliminating frustrations and letting you move on with the story. The game is a good value for the $10 pricetag.
It has a lot of replayability since you'll often want to retry areas to improve your time or chase achievements. If you enjoy
hidden item games, I would also suggest the Midnight Mysteries series. Happy Gaming.
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This basically is QP Shooting Dangerous with New Year theme and Aru the rabbit as a main character.

This game is danmaku, e.g, bullet hell: there will be a lot of enemies flying toward you and shooting cover fire. You need to
avoid incoming bullets and shoot down enemies. There will be some bosses, who usually have much bigger HP pool and shoot
tougher patterns.
Gameplay-wise, Orange Juice's danmakus are much simplier than regular danmaku. Bullets are somewhat bigger and usually
easier to avoid. The distintictive feauture of Xmas Shooting (and QP shooting) are formations, which determine direction of
your fire. You can choose 3 out of 27 formations and switch between them during the game.
The game has some light-hearted comic plot, which is not in fact importaint.
All in all, the game is bright, light-hearted and pretty easy, something you might want for a christmas.. I can recommend this
game to everyone who likes walking simulators and sci-fi themes. The story is rather interesting, if you're patient enough to dig
into it. Visuals are more than good (played on regular 2D monitor) and the soundtrack is just amazing! The only major flaw of
this game are puzzles that might be more diverged and difficult.. It is a genuine looped art demonstration that fits perfectly into
a VR space (with added binaural audio).

The screens use heavily compressed video, though, and it shows in the darker scenes and the ones with lots of slower movement.

When I purchased it, it was $0.99 which I feel is perectly priced for what it is. This is a good demonstration of what VR can do
outside of games.. Not really sure what I just played/watched. Kinda like a trippy dark ride from disneyland. Worth it,
especially since free.. Very slick... immersive. The environment is trememdous... audio is fantastic. This is all about a creepy
atmosphere...

Essentially, one is learning and solving puzzles... none too difficult.

Even when being rather slow and methodical, I got through it in about 4 hours... maybe a bit more.

Bug free (except it didn't like my rudder pedals plugged in for some reason... interfered with mouse controls).

In the end, I guess I don't understand the backstory all too clearly.

A fun time. I plan on coming back when Vive Support is completed.

For such a short game, I'd suggest waiting for a sale.
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